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press the relation of a moral possibility or necessity are like the above 
in that the personal dative (or accusative) is the logical subject, but 
differ in having a grammatical subject expressed in a clause, or other- 
wise. But these compounds of the verbum substantivum with nouns 
also govern the dative, as mir ist noth, and this latter construction 
has driven out the accusative. Compounds of the verbum substanti- 
vum and adverbs usually govern the dative, but are too frequent in 
German to require special mention. The adverb compounded with 
thun and machen differs only in so far from compounds of the adverb 
and sein that with them the action is made prominent, while with sein 
the state, or condition, or being, is more especially qualified, a con- 
sttuction found in Greek with E;yizv and the adverb, and in Latin with 
habere and the adverb, though here never the personal dative. In 
all these instances the verb has become neuter and is preferred to the 
verbum substantivum in order to give emphasis to the expression. 

Prof. Elliott presented the next communication by Prof. AlcFe 
Fortier, of Tulane University of Louisiana, on 

II. "The French Language in Louisiana, and the Negro- 
French Dialect." 

I. 

The descendants of the French in the colonies have retained the 
language of the mother country even down to the fifth and sixth 
generations. The Canadians may be taken as an example. 

In the colony of Louisiana the immigrants generally belonged to a 
good class of society, and their language was pure and elegant. 
The Louisianians were very much attached to France and, even after 
their colony had been given to Spain, French continued to be the 
language of the people, and Spanish was only the official tongue. 

When Louisiana became a part of the United States, the inhabi- 
tants soon came to tove their new country, but they kept religiously 
the speech of their fathers. For about forty years after the cession, 
both French and English were spoken in the Legislature of the State, 
and in the courts of justice, and regular interpreters had to be ap- 
pointed for the transaction of business. To this day, the laws are 
published in the two languages. 

The Creoles of Louisiana generally speak very good French and 
their pronunciation is remarkably free from any provincial accent. 
There are several causes for the purity of the French language in 
Louisiana: Immigration from France continued for a longtime; a 
great number of exiles came from the French Antilles, and during the 
old regime almost all young men of rich families were educated in 
France. 
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In 1765 and 1785 the Acadians came to louisiana and, of their 
descendanlts in the Teche region, very few can speak a word of Eng- 
lish and their French is quite incorrect. They employ many 
"j'avions " and j'etions" and use on for the first person, saying: 
"On va " lor "je vais." They say "haler la porte" for "tirer la 
porte," "' il mouille" for " il pleut," " le desert" for "t Ie champ," &c. 

The Uijrsuline nuns, the Jesuits and secular priests, and a few private 
instructors were the only teachers in the last century. In the begin- 
ning of this century, we may mention the College of Orleans, in New 
Orleans, of which Lakanal was one of the last presidents. 

The French language not being any loinger taught in the public 
schools, "l'Union Francaise" in New Orleans has for the past ten 
years opened a free school of French for indigent children of the 
French and Creoles. In our private schools French is well taught, 
though not scientifically. In Tulane University an historical and 
scientific course has been begun. " L'Athende Louisianais," of which 
Gen. Beauregard is president, gives each year two prizes, one fobr 
ladies and one for gentlemen, for. the best composition written in 
French in I,ouisiana, and has a magazine which appears every two 
months. 

II. 
The Negro-French dialect in lower Louisiana is quite interesting to 

the student of philology. It has no orthography and is written 
according to the sound, though we may observe many examples of 
word-decay that give rise to abbreviations due to misconception in 
hearing and to the want of energy of the person speaking; such as, 
pelE, oul, jordi, corchE, capab, from appeP, vouloir, aujourd'hui, 
ecorche, capable. The process of agglutination is very frequent; as, in 
nomme (un homme), de nomme (deux hommes), in dezef, dc laclocize, 
&c. The genitive of the Old French exists in the Negro langua>ee: 
(hivalJie mnouri, (le cheval de Jules est mort). 

PHONETICS. 

Vowels: a is pronounced | I- a in French : anon (allons). 
l 2. a " moman. 
f i. e mute in French: nomme. 

e ., I 2. 1 " tete. 
1 3. i < piti. 
14. in " donnin (donne). 

i " as i in French: 'rive (arrive). 
a1. o "- c6te. 

o t - j2. o " nordcotte: rose. 
(3. i " michie (monsieur). 
( ;i. i "< jige. 

i/ " 2. "u "n la nouitte. 
( 3. ona mo oua ca (j'ai vu cela). 

xli 
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Qonsonanit y is pronounced y in French: zie (yeux). 
Vowel y " y bayou. 

Si. "(( fret (froid). 
l)iphthlgs: | 2. 0 " d6zoi (des oies). 

3. oW " moin (moi). 
4. o " zozo (oiseam). 

ai '. f I. ai " lair. 
I 2. in i" connin. 

eU u i. ai "t lonair (I'honnleur). 
t 2. E " 'vie ((vieux). 

Vt4 crO t" jordi. 
au " au " aubordolo(bord de l'eau). 
Oe 3 i I. " ser (soeur). 

t 2. 0 " tchor (coeur). 
Of the nasal sounds, 'i r. ou i French: boujou (bonjour). 

on is pronounced 2. o " ma, to, so (mon, ton, son). 
Un is in in French, pronounced inne when it represents the adj. iu. 
Consonants: b is pronounced as in French. 

(i I- : tchor. 
c as 4 2. k: connin. 

( 3. s.: cila. (celui-la). 

d as\ I. d in French: donnin. 
(.2 dj Dje (Dieu). 

f as in French. 
g and j often like z: manze (mange). 
h always mute: so lonair (son honneur). 
k, m, n, p: as in French. 

/as'Iy: y6 (les). 
2. n7 anon (allons), cf. 0. Fr. aner. 

r disappears: pou (pour), or comes before vowel: dromi. 

s as i. s in French: so (son). 
2. ck chonge (songe). 
i. / "t tomb6. 

as 2. k " to kenne (Ie tien). 
3. ich: tchombo (tenu), and is pronounced at end 

of words. 
q antd x are not necessary in Negro-French. 
v as I- v in French: vini. 

2. zw in English: Ii oua (il a vu). 
y is z in French (zie)--see vowels above. 
z is as in French, and is used to mark the pluraL 

THE ARTICLE, 

la for masculine singular: nomme la. 
ta for feminine singular: fame la. 
lay for masculine and feminine plural: nomme laye, fame laye. 
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The partitive article is j-oined to the noun: 
dit becomes di: dipain. 
des becomes dC: depomme. 
de la disappears: la bi-re (de la bibre). 

THE NOUN. 

No distilnction of gender or number. Observe gran monnte and fpi 
monne for grande personne and enfant. 

THE ADJECTIVE. 

All qualifying adjectives are in the masculine gender. 

POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE. 

Masculine and feminine singular: m0, to, so. 
Mlasculine and feminine plural: mo, to, so, with yf after noun. 

DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVE. 

Cia for masculine and feminine singular: nomme cila; fame cila. 
Cita yt for masculine and feminine plural: cila ye, fame cila ye. 

NUMERAL ADJECTIVE. 

In, de, troi, cate, &c., primie, dExi?me, &c. 

INDEFINITE ADJECTIVE. 

Ktke (quelques), p/igi?re (piusieurs), &c.. 
Comparison of Adjective by means of pLi and aussite. 

THE PRONOUN.-PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

First person: mo (je, me), moin (moi) non. Second person: to, toi, 
von. Third person: ii, y:. 

INTERROGATIVE3 PRONOUNS. 

Qui monne, que, qui fa. 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

are very rarely used. 

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS. 

Masculine and feminine singular: cite, cila Ia. 
Masculine and feminine plural: cita y cite laye. 
Masculine and feminine singular: fa. 

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS. 

Mo kenne, to kenne, so kenne, non kenne, von kenne, so kenne (for t 
changed into k. cf. M. Muller, "Science of Language." Vol. II, 
pages I8I and 182). 

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS. 

On is changed into y?: ye di ca (on dit cela). 

xliii 
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THE VERB, 

No distinction exists for colljugations and hardly any for tenses. The 
forms ape from apres, /t from et, sra alnd srai from sera, mahl from 
all being sufficient to indicate the present, the past, and the future. 

The subjunctive.does not exist in Negro-French, the infinitive being; 
used instead. 

Avoir disappears and is replaced bygaingnitin fronm gagner. Of 
etre, U, sra, and srai are used in compound tenses and ye tor est and 
sent. 

The passive is always replaced by the active, and the present indic- 
ative of etre aime is ye laimin moin. 

The Impersonal verb is also expressed byye : y ntege. 

IRREGULAR VERB. 

envoyer becomes z'oyt, sortir becoms sorti. 
venir " vini. vouloir t oul. 
s'asseoir " assite. rire ri. 

ADVERBS. 

Adverbs of manner are not formed by -mcnit. 
place: icite, a/a (voila), en hau, enba, &c. 

( time dipi can, dimin, &c. 
quantity: boucou, &c. 

" interrogation: cofer, comnbien, &c. 
doubt: pte/4e. 

"< affirmation and of negation as in Frehch. 

PREPOSITIONS. 

Sur and sous are replaced by en hau'and enba. 

CONJUNCTIONS. 

The principal are: on, t, ni, main (mais) pasqut, &c. 

INTERJECTIONS. 

Any word may be used as an interjection in Negro-IFrench, but 
Bon LDje! tBon l)ieu) is most used. 

FORMS OF ADDRESS. 

Michit, madame, mamnzelle, maie, timaite, vieuiite. 

Old French can be translated very easily into Negro-French, as is 
shown by an extract of the "Chanson de Roland" given ill the 
original article. 

Several remarks were made on this paper; and, among others, 
Prof. Cohn, of Harvard University, said that he thought French- 
men who are familiar with the existirng patois of F rance would 
not have great difficulty in understanding the kind of language 
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presented by IProf. Fortier. Hie noticed in it many expressions 
that are characteristic of the French dialects and, in certain 
cases, the Negro-French would faithfully represent the same 
conditions of phonetic reduction and morphological change 
which we observe in dialect mixing and dialect building every- 
where in France. 

Prof. Narcisse Cyr objected to certain statements made in 
the paper with reference to the Canadian French. Educated 
people in Canada speak as good French, he said, as is spoken 
in the French Provinces, and as evidence of the fact that the 
writings of Canadians had nmet, in some cases, with special 
recognition by the French at home, he cited the name of Louis 
Frechette, the celebrated Canadian Poet, who was crowned in 
I880 by the Academie Francaise after having obtained one of 
theprix monthyon. 

Prof. Grube, formerly of University of Nebraska, remarked 
that he traveled some years ago in France with a certain abbe, 
native of Canada, and nobody suspected that he was not a 
Frenchtnan. 

Prof. James A. Harrison, of Washington and Lee University, 
and native of New Orieans, considered Prof. Fortier's protest 
against Geo. W. Cable's representation of the Louisiana Creole 
speech as very just, and added that the latter has conjured up 
a dialect that does not exist. The Teche district mentioned in 
the paper was originally inhabited by Germans as the name 
itself indicates, being equivalent to German Deutsch. Another 
prevalent name in Louisiana is Cadjians which simply means 
"Acadians," of whom there is in this State a goodly number 
still, the descendants of original immigrants from Canada. 

Prof. Elliott confirmed the views of Prof. Cohn as to the agree- 
ment of some of the characteristic features of the Negro-French 
with those of the Old French dialects, and added, with reference 
to the Canadian French, that he was much surprised, during a 
visit of two summers in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, to 
find that the latter, home of the veritable Acadians, had often 
preserved the language of France with much more purity than 
the former.' This is doubtless due to their greater exclusive- 
ness in their relations with the English. 

xlv 
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